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(2006-2017)  
 

Waqas Shabbir 
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waqassh@edu.aau.at  

 

Juergen Pilz 
O. University Professor, Alpen-Adria University of Klagenfurt 65-67 9020, Institute of Statistics, 

Carinthia, Austria 

juergen.pilz@aau.at 
 

Abstract 

Bayesian spatio-temporal models are very common to analyze epidemiological data and that works with both 

small areas and large areas under study. We have used combinations of predictors to model the best 

combinations of the factors that are most responsible for the spread of dengue fever and the analysis is based on 

the Deviance Information Criterion (DIC). Our results show that rainfall, sanitation and the availability of 

hospitals are the main driving forces in the increase of the number of dengue cases in Pakistan. Sanitation and 

hospitals are significantly responsible for the continuation of disease especially in less developed areas, but also 

in a poorly maintained metropolitan city like Karachi, on smaller numbers, also literacy in the study area is 

significantly affecting. With higher temperatures the chances of dengue spread are less. Bayesian spatio-

temporal models have yielded better analysis in the cases where the intercept of the model is kept fixed. Karachi 

has shown to be most prone to the continuation of the dengue larvae in the period under analysis. Erratic patterns 

of the rainfall are a reason for the increase in the cases of dengue in the northern Pakistan.      

 

Keywords: Dengue, Bayesian, spatio-temporal, Disease, Environment, WinBUGS, MCMC, R, Pakistan  

Introduction 

Dengue fever is a vector borne infectious disease which is spread by a mosquito belonging to Aedes Aegypti 

family, World Health Organization (WHO); Guzmán, M. G., & Kouri, G. (2002). In many cases only the female 

mosquito is responsible for spreading the dengue virus, WHO; Carrington, L. B., & Simmons, C. P. (2014). The 

effects of dengue fever on human body are very severe. In many cases headache, pain in the whole body, nausea, 

high fever, cold etc. occur, Hasan, S., Jamdar, S. F., Alalowi, M. & Al Beaiji, S. M. A. A. (2016). Pakistan is a 

country which consists of four main provinces and two federally administrated regions (Gilgit-Baltistan and 

Azad Kashmir) and the presence of dengue is reported from all over the regions from north to the south. Most 

cases are reported in the post monsoon season when the water accumulates in the puddles and other places.    

 

Dengue effects millions of people worldwide and 500 million people are at risk of getting the disease, WHO; 

Suleman, M., Faryal, R., Aamir, U. B., Alam, M. M., Nisar, N., Sharif, S., ... & Mujtaba, G. (2016), and it has 

been affecting Pakistan as well. Dengue cases in Pakistan were first recorded 1994, Jahan, F. (2011), and after 

that it almost vanished or it could have been the case that it was misunderstood and was not reported. In the post 

mid 2000s dengue cases started to get reported and a surge was recorded as to the number of people that were 

directly affected by the dengue fever. There are different types of the dengue virus in Pakistan and they are 

characterized by different serotypes (DENV 1, DENV 2, DENV 3, DENV 4), Ahmad, S., Aziz, M. A., Aftab, A., 

Ullah, Z., Ahmad, M. I., & Mustan, A. (2017). All of these types of serotypes are transmitted by the female 

mosquito of the Aedes family. 

 

The presence and prevalence of dengue almost always occurs in the tropical and subtropical regions in Pakistan 

with Karachi being the most affected city with many hundreds of people having lost their lives in the past 15 
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years, Riaz, M. M., Mumtaz, K., Khan, M. S., Patel, J., Tariq, M., Hilal, H., ... & Shezad, F. (2009); Habibullah, 

S., & Ashraf, J. (2013); Koo, C., Nasir, A., Hapuarachchi, H. C., Lee, K. S., Hasan, Z., Ng, L. C., & Khan, E. 

(2013). Dengue was not common the north of Pakistan, but after the torrential rains, which caused heavy 

flooding in Punjab and Sindh, cases of dengue started to emerge from swat and other high elevation cities with 

lower temperatures and more pleasant climatic conditions. The large number of cases in swat was unexpected 

and within a short span of time, a large number of dengue fever cases emerged, Suleman, M., Faryal, R., Aamir, 

U. B., Alam, M. M., Nisar, N., Sharif, S., ... & Mujtaba, G. (2016); Khan., M. A. Y. (2014). The treatment of 

dengue fever is not cheap and without sufficient funding by the government it is not a trivial situation for the 

people in Pakistan to get this disease treated on their own, Huy, R., Wichmann, O., Beatty, M., Ngan, C., Duong, 

S., Margolis, H. S., & Vong, S. (2009). 

 

Dengue is reported in more than 100 countries every year, over all continents except Antarctica, thus, world-

wide, more than 2.5 billion people are at risk directly, WHO (Searo). Infants and young people are more 

susceptible to the dengue virus. The incubation period for dengue lasts somewhere between 4-10 days and then it 

can spread the virus until the mosquito is alive. The prevalence of dengue is mostly in the countries and 

sometimes parts of countries that are tropical in nature, from south-east Asia to the south of the America, Bhatt, 

S., Gething, P. W., Brady, O. J., Messina, J. P., Farlow, A. W., Moyes, C. L., ... & Myers, M. F. (2013). The 

history tells us that the most affected parts of the world are the south American countries where dengue has been 

present for many decades, and unlike other regions in the world, in south America all of the types of dengue 

virus (DENV1, DENV2, DENV3, DENV4) have been found, Messina, J. P., Brady, O. J., Scott, T. W., Zou, C., 

Pigott, D. M., Duda, K. A., ... & Simmons, C. P. (2014). A study on the effects of climate change on the spread 

of dengue virus suggests that there is enough evidence that climate mean temperatures and precipitation have 

changed (with lower than average occurrence and extremes on the other side) and this caused an influx in the 

availability of the dengue virus mosquitos, Ebi, K. L., & Nealon, J. (2016).  

There is a lot of literature available on infectious diseases and many research studies have been conducted. Most 

notable among these are Lawson, A. B. (2013); Kahn, H. A., Kahn, H. A., & Sempos, C. T. (1989); Selvin, S. 

(2004); Rothman, K. J., Greenland, S., & Lash, T. L. (2008). Yang, G. J., Vounatsou, P., Zhou, X. N., Tanner, 

M., & Utzinger, J. (2005) studies the Schistosoma japonicum infection in Jiangsu province of China and its 

climatic factors using the Bayesian approach with spatio-temporal modelling. Mabaso, M. L., Vounatsou, P., 

Midzi, S., Da Silva, J., & Smith, T. (2006) have considered the environmental predictors and their possible 

effects on the spread of malaria. spatio-temporal Bayesian model selection methodology based on the DIC was 

studied and applied on cancer related predictors, Carroll, R., Lawson, A. B., Faes, C., Kirby, R. S., Aregay, M., 

& Watjou, K. (2018). Climate-based spatio-temporal models have been introduced for early warning of the 

dengue endemic, Yu, H. L., Yang, S. J., Yen, H. J., & Christakos, G. (2011). 

This research paper first presents the methodology, then the results are being discussed and at the end we give 

suitable conclusions based on the results and literature findings. 

Methodology 

In this study we are modelling the dengue cases in 41 different regions in Pakistan from three provinces using 

the Bayesian spatio-temporal approach. Carroll, R., Lawson, A. B., Faes, C., Kirby, R. S., Aregay, M., & 

Watjou, K. (2018) discuss different model selection approaches for disease mapping using a Bayesian spatio-

temporal models. There are numerous studies on malaria in Pakistan but not much literature is available on the 

dengue fever spread and effects which have been quantified using Bayesian spatio-temporal approach. For 

spatio-temporal modelling we assume that our dengue cases yij are following a Poisson distribution with mean µij 

and all the cases are assumed to be identically, independently distributed, Lawson, A. B. (2013). The models can 

be mathematically defined as: 

yij | µij ~ Poisson(µij) 

log(µij) = log(θij) + log(eij) 
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where eij is the spatio-temporal disease significance risk ratio (DSRR), which is computed using the number of 

cases/deaths, total population of the region and the population density. Furthermore, we have defined the 

combinations for θij, the risk factor, by varying them spatially and spatio-temporally to study the effects in a 

broader sense. The variations for the risk factor are defined as:  

          (1) 

Spatial terms are introduced in models when the data is to be presented considering the locations from where 

data is collected, and such data is known as spatial data. In Bayesian disease spatial modelling, the log relative 

risk function can be defined purely in terms of random effects via 

          (2) 

          (3) 

         (4) 

here  represents the risk associated with the area  at time   is the intercept of the 

model,  and  are the i
th

 and ij
th

 elements of the design matrix   or in some cases  are the parameter 

vectors  and  are random effects that are representing the uncorrelated and correlated spatial variability, 

respectively, and  is our spatio-temporal error term or noise term. The risk factors are defined spatially, 

spatio-temporally and as combinations thereof in equations 2, 3 and 4, respectively. 

The analysis is done by using R and WinBUGS. Our Bayesian models are called up by the R-package named 

R2WinBUGS which calls WinBUGS and performs the analysis/iterations, Spiegelhalter, D., Thomas, A., Best, 

N., & Lunn, D. (2003); Sturtz, S., Ligges, U., & Gelman, A. E. (2005). Several models were tested using 

different sets of the covariates that had shown in the previous studies and literature that they could be potentially 

a hotspot for the dengue fever, Kholedi, A. A. N., Balubaid, O., Milaat, W., Kabbash, I. A., & Ibrahim, A. 

(2012); Kesetyaningsih, T. W., Andarini, S., Sudarto, S., & Pramoedyo, H. (2018); Chowell, G., Cazelles, B., 

Broutin, H., & Munayco, C. V. (2011). The prior distributions are defined for the parameters as follows. We 

have defined the prior for our intercept term  in two different ways. In the first scheme we estimate the value 

of the intercept using the generalized linear modelling (GLM) and after incorporating all the predictors the 

estimated value used was , and the second scheme uses the hierarchical prior distribution where we 

have assumed the prior to be   and =  ~ Ga(2, 0.5). The results from both of these schemes 

were compared. 

Furthermore, Conditional auto regression was used for the correlated term, in WinBUGS. The priors for the 

 are assumed to be Gamma distributed and the values of the hyperparameters for each Gamma 

distributed parameter was computed separately using the covariates data. This means, for our parameter rainfall 

(average) we assumed 1.15, 369.142) and (yearly) 0.97034, 404.637). Similarly, the priors for 

other covariates, elevation, maximum-temperature, minimum-temperature, population density, literacy, 

sanitation and hospitals, were defined in the same way. The prior distributions for our random effects are defined 

as follows: li  The correlated heterogenous term remains constant 

through all the risk factor models and is equal to  

The global Moran’s I statistic was used to look for any possible correlation between and among the neighboring 

values to determine if there is any clustering or any kind of patterns involved, Tsai, P. J., Lin, M. L., Chu, C. M., 

& Perng, C. H. (2009). The Moran’s I statistic is computed using: 
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I =   

 where N is the total number of regions, W is the sum of all the neighbouring region weights and the weight is 

equal to 1 if  and  are neighbors, thus if the two regions are neighbors, otherwise the weight is 0.  

The disease significant risk ratio DSRR, eij, is computed to assess the prevalent risk associated with the region at 

any given time by considering the population and the number of people affected (cases/deaths). DSRR can be 

computed using:  

DSRR =  

DSR=  

 where DSR is disease significance risk,  the number of cases reported in any given area i at time j,  are 

the number of deaths,  is the total population and  is the population density in region i at time j.  

The data on the dengue cases and deaths was collected through different news publishing organizations, World 

Health Organization (WHO) and other published articles in the period from 2006-2017, The Express Tribune, 

The Daily Dawn, Pakistan Today, The News International, World Health Organization (emro, WHO), and the 

data on environmental predictors was collected through National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 

(NOAA) and online weather monitoring organizations, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 

(NOAA, NCDC); World Weather Online.    

Results and Discussion 

The analysis done for the autocorrelation using the Moran’s I test yielded the value of I = 0.046, which is 

relatively small and indicates that there is enough evidence that we have randomness present among the regional 

dengue fever incidences, and thus we can do a proper analysis on the data.  

Several models were run using different combinations where some were taken as just spatially varying models 

while others as spatio-temporally varying models, and some combinations thereof were tried as well. Similarly, 

different schemes were applied on the random effects, however the correlated random effect term was assumed 

to be non-varying over all the models tested.  

The model’s performance was checked on the basis of the deviance information criterion DIC, the lower the DIC 

the better the model is performing. Most models yielded results in 15 to 30 minutes while a few took more than 2 

hours (we used a Dell 5580 notebook with i7-7600U processor and with RAM of size 16GB). The models were 

run with two different settings, one with taking the analysis on basis of 500 iterations and in the other one more 

complex and time consuming but most efficient setting, we ran 10,000 iterations with predefined priors and data 

and models. Furthermore, we took only every 5
th

 sample and the inference were based on these values only. 

Thus, thinning was set at 5 yielding 2000 iterations. Table 1 presents some of the results that were obtained using 

the models:  
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Table 1: DIC for all models along with scenarios. 

Models DIC for 500 

iterations 

DIC for 2000 

iterations 

D9: log(θij) =  + elevationi +  rainfall2ij +  minTemp3ij + 

hospitalsi + literacyi + sanitationi +  +  +  +  

29818.4 15726.3 

A7: log(θij) =  + elevation1i +  rainfall2i +  minTemp3i + 

sanitation4i + + +  

31898.1 15813.7 

D4: log(θij) =  + elevationi +  rainfall2ij +  minTemp3ij + 

sanitationi + literacyi +  maxTemp6ij +  +  +  +  

30223.9 15937.9 

C12: log(θij) =  + elevationi +  rainfall2ij +  minTemp3ij + 

sanitationi + literacyi +   maxTemp6ij +  +  +  

30200.7 16111.4 

D3: log(θij) =  + elevationi + j rainfall2ij +  minTemp3ij + 

sanitationi +  maxTemp6ij +  +  +  +  

31202.4 16179.0 

A4i: log(θij) =  + elevation1i +  rainfall2i +  minTemp3i + 

sanitation4i + literacy5i +  + +  

33305.2 16465.2 

D5: log(θij) =  + elevationi +  rainfall2ij +  minTemp3ij + 

sanitationi + literacyi +  +  +  +  

29760.3 16471.5 

D10: log(θij) =  + elevationi +  rainfall2ij +  minTemp3ij + 

hospitalsi + literacyi + sanitationi +  maxTemp6ij +  +  + 

 +  

30212.7 16803.7 

K1: log(θij) =  + elevationi +  rainfall2ij +  minTemp3ij + 

hospitalsi + literacyi + sanitationi +  +  +  +  

29755.1 16782.9 

C10: log(θij) =  + elevationi +  rainfall2ij +  minTemp3ij + 

sanitationi +  +  +  

31048.2 17249.4 

C8: log(θij) =  + elevationi +  rainfall2ij +  minTemp3ij + 

literacyi +  +  +  

29940.5 17397.3 

D11: log(θij) =  + elevationi +  rainfall2ij +  minTemp3ij + 

hospitalsi + literacyi + sanitationi + i +  +  + 

 +  

29706.5 15826.8 

C11: log(θij) =  + elevationi +  rainfall2ij +  minTemp3ij + 29761.8 17456.6 
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sanitationi + literacyi +  +  +  

C2: log(θij) =  +  elevationi +  rainfall2ij +                                                                                  37988.3 17532.9 

C1: log(θij) =  + elevationi +  rainfall2ij +  +  +  65653.2 32286.7 

B5: log(θij) =  +  rainfall2ij +  minTemp3ij + literacyi +  +  + 

   

32174.6 27592.4 

C6: log(θij) =  + elevationi + j rainfall2ij +  minTemp3ij + 

hospitalsi +     

32205.1 28228.7 

C4: log(θij) =  + elevationi +  rainfall2ij +  minTemp3ij + 

literacyi +           

32174.6 27592.4 

B3: log(θij) =  +  rainfall2ij +  minTemp3ij +  +  +                      46248.6 25131.7 

K2: log(θij) =  + popDenistyij +  rainfall2ij +  minTemp3ij + 

hospitalsi + literacyi + sanitationi +  +  +  +  

30066.2 17005.5 

K3: log(θij) =  + elevation1i +  rainfall2i +  minTemp3i + 

sanitation4i + + +  

31801.7 18418.1 

K4: log(θij) =  + elevationi +  rainfall2ij +  minTemp3ij + 

sanitationi + literacyi +  maxTemp6ij +  +  +  +  

30198.5 15963.0 

K5: log(θij) =  + elevationi +  rainfall2ij +  minTemp3ij + 

sanitationi + literacyi +   maxTemp6ij +  +  +  

30220.3 18641.8 

 

Comparing the results from the models where the intercept is fixed (estimated using the GLM) the DIC is lower 

than for models where it is unbiased normally distributed with uncorrelated heterogenous spatial variation. The 

DIC difference between the two same models but with a difference in the intercept terms points to a much better 

performance. Disease significance risk ratios DSRR are computed for every region based on the reported number 

of casualties over the time.  

Based on the results in Table 1 it can be seen that, particularly, Bayesian spatio-temporal models perform better 

than others. D9 has the lowest DIC while the model scenarios C1 and B5 have the highest DIC values. The main 

reason is the availability of less information in C1 as it only uses two of the predictors while D9 uses 6 

predictors, and more information clearly leads to better inferences. Similarly, the model D9 uses an intercept 

value that has been computed using the GLM and   while the model K1 uses the same number of 

predictors and spatial variations but  We can see that D9 has lower DIC than K1 and thus it 

performs better. K2, K3, K4 and K5 all are run against  

The GLM estimates suggest that among the predictors (rainfall, elevation…) hospitals, minimum temperature, 

rainfall, sanitation and literacy are significant with hospitals (that are particularly capable of dealing with dengue 

epidemic) being most significant. Pakistan is a third world country with meager resources and lack of modern 
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scientific equipment, and illiteracy on large scale is making the situation extremely difficult. The sanitation is of 

poor standards, even Karachi, the biggest city of Pakistan with population of at least 20 million inhabitants, lacks 

the proper infrastructure and will power to take the necessary actions to pave the city at large for the benefit of 

general public. It has been established in many scientific studies that most mosquito borne diseases are linked 

with the poor sanitation quality and apart from few places, most of the cities that have been studied are lacking 

the proper sanitation. 

Erratic patterns of rainfall are the start to a bigger catastrophe awaiting the south east Asia and especially 

Pakistan, which is lacking proper water reservoirs, and for which rainfall patterns have changed. In the South of 

Pakistan, we are already seeing the conditions that are similar to severe drought due to lack of rainfall and lack 

of water storage. After the 2010 heavy rainfall and flooding the cases of dengue started to emerge in large 

numbers and the heavy rainfalls persisted in 2011, which was the most affected year for the most parts of 

Pakistan. Currently Pakistan is facing water shortage and its reservoirs are depleted of the fresh drinking water.  

The literacy rate of Pakistan is at 58% which is very low by today’s standards and it needs to be improved 

drastically. Most symptoms of dengue are somewhat similar to a common high temperature fever and people 

with less intellect do tend to perceive it as less dangerous and thus do not seek medical attention, which has often 

led to loss of life. Illiteracy also leads to lack of the awareness of the disease, there have been steps taken by the 

federal and provincial governments by running advertisements on different media, but this seems to have only 

little effect as the cases of dengue are emerging in the present time as well. Higher temperatures have led to a 

decrease in the number of reported dengue cases while lower and moderate temperatures resulted in an 

increasing number of dengue casualties.            

Conclusion 

Our study concludes that Bayesian spatio-temporal models are relatively easy to implement and they make use 

of the available information in the best ways possible. This study analyzed different model scenarios and we 

compared them on the basis of variations among intercept, uncorrelated/correlated spatial variability and on the 

structural difference. The mixture of spatial and spatio-temporal models with significant predictors performs 

best. The prevalence of dengue in especially the major city of Karachi is a testament to the failure of controlling 

the dengue. WHO and other non-governmental organizations are monitoring the dengue across the world, yet 

they estimate that billions of people are at risk of being affected by this disease. For Pakistan, which is a country 

with not many readily available resources, when it comes to the economic and health quality facilities 

perspective, it is necessary to address this issue more seriously and steps need to be taken to improve the literacy 

and sanitation situation and making sure the availability of minimum numbers of facilitations where the people 

can get dengue treated in time. Our study further concludes that special care is needed after the erratic rainfalls 

since it gives a breeding ground to the dengue larvae to grow and thus they can wreak havoc. There is a strong 

need for a proper infrastructure for health and education for better awareness of the causes and consequences of 

dengue fever throughout the society.   
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Abstract 

 

In the past few years, several countries have become global economic powerhouses by vastly increasing the 

number of middle-class populations. Because of the increase in middle-class populations, earning a college 

degree has become more attainable. A large number of international college aged students have acquired enough 

personal wealth thus creating a strong expansion in global higher education. As an example, China opened its 

economic doors in 1979 and since then has been undergoing westernization in culture and education. China is 

now experiencing growth in study abroad and these students tend to come over to the U.S. in large numbers 

(Barclay, Weinandt, & Barclay, 2017). Due to the sizable number of students coming over in groups, Chinese 

and other international students are spending the majority of their time abroad with each other and missing out 

on the full experience of studying in a foreign culture. The question we focus on in this paper is how to integrate 

international students to bring out the best for every student in the classroom. 

 

Chinese students, along with many other students studying abroad, live with, hang out with, go to class with, and 

eat with only students from their home countries. Although this is very common with many students who study 

abroad, this paper intends to provide guidance for faculty to help international students participate within the 

larger group in the classroom. Faculty do not have much control over what international students do outside the 

classroom, however there is plenty that can be done in the classroom to help international and domestic students 

support each other, thus maximizing the students’ cultural experiences. The authors explore the benefits to all 

students studying at U.S. universities – international students studying abroad in the U.S. and domestic students 

studying in their home country. This paper intends to address and identify steps, or tips, to best engage students 

from all over the world with students from the host country. 

 

Keywords: Business Education, Faculty/Student Interaction, Study Abroad, Teaching 

 
Introduction 

 

Collectively, two of the authors of this paper have been teaching business courses at a small liberal arts 

university in the upper Midwest region of the United States (U.S.) for over five years. Their university has a 

modest population of international students representing over 40 countries from all over the world. They each 

normally have a wide range of international students in our on-campus courses. For their university, it is very 

common for the largest percentage of these international students to study business. They are not a large business 

program; they average around 400 students enrolled in any given academic year. Of those, about 50 students in 

the business school come from all over the world. They host both study-abroad students, and international degree 

seeking students. 
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This paper intends to discuss some common challenges facing incoming study-abroad international students, 

some common challenges facing professors and instructors who teach these students, and finally some ideas to 

help foster an atmosphere of integration and learning for both the international students, and local or domestic 

students. 

 

Along with some of these ideas, the authors intend to discuss some personal experiences with studying abroad. 

Two authors have studied abroad as undergraduate students, in two totally different parts of the world in 

different decades. The third author has taught faculty led and study abroad courses in Europe, Asia, and North 

America. These experiences, coupled with years teaching students from all over the world have provided some 

insight into what works, and what does not work with integrating and promoting globalization of the classroom. 

Working with students who come from different cultures, nations, and programs involves multiple dimensions; 

however, this paper intends to focus solely on working with international students in the classroom. The authors 

understand that there are programs for international students on campus, dorm and housing programs, 

international office and staff members that work hard to provide exceptional experiences for students. Much of 

that is outside the scope of this paper, so the authors focus on teaching, teacher behavior, and the time these 

students spend in the classroom. 

 

Study Abroad and the Literature 

Numerous papers in the past have discussed study abroad and student/teacher interaction in the classroom 

(Sarkodie-Mensah, 1998; Zhao, Kuh and Carini, 2005; Wang and BrckaLorenz, 2018). Classroom culture and 

the associated challenges as they relate to international students have not drastically changed in the past twenty 

years. The cultural dimensions of many international students are much different from that of the home country.  

This has been the case all along. Tompson and Tompson (1996) suggest the informal atmosphere of many U.S. 

classrooms make it hard for some international students to participate completely due to the violation of their 

ingrained beliefs. Some of these beliefs may include professors holding a very high place in society, addressing 

professors in a way to include titles, honors, etc. and a non-participatory form of class lecture (Sarkodie-Mensah, 

1998).  

 

While the U.S. share of international students dropped from 28 percent in 2001 to 24 percent in 2017, the U.S. is 

still a popular study destination for many international students. In 2017, the U.S. was host to approximately 1.1 

million international students. There are many motivational factors for studying abroad, and research has shown 

that academic goals are the most prominent factor (Choudaha & Chang, 2012).  To that end, faculty may help 

international students achieve their academic goals. A sense of belonging has been known to significantly 

enhance international students’ academic performance (Glass, Gómez, & Urzua, 2014). Sense of belonging has 

been used as a theoretical framework to understand the motivational dynamics of interpersonal relationships 

between professors and international students (Glass, Kociolet, Wongtrirat, Lynch and Cong, 2015). These 

authors go on to suggest that professors are “among those significant persons that have the potential to fulfill or 

thwart this fundamental human need” (p.354). 

 

Among other factors such as participating in leadership programs and interacting with others from their own 

culture, international students who take courses where professors facilitate intergroup dialogue have reported 

more positive perceptions of campus climate (Glass, 2012).  Glass (2012) also stated: 

 

It is not enough to simply assume meaningful cross-group dialogue that occurs 

because the demographic makeup of the student body is more diverse. Courses 

where international students engage content related to cultural and ethnic 

diversity foster development across the cognitive, intrapersonal, and 

interpersonal dimensions of self-authorship. (p. 244)  

 

Student Engagement  

 

Studies have compared international student and U.S. student engagement in effective educational practices 

(Zhao, Kuh and Carini, 2005). Their findings indicate that international students are more engaged in some areas 
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than the U.S. students. In addition, there was a difference in first-year international students’ engagement and 

senior international students. It is significant to note that their study measured student engagement from aspects 

such as academic challenge, active and collaborative learning, student interaction with faculty, community 

service, computer technology, and relaxing and socializing. 

 

The first-year international students score higher in areas such as academic challenge, active and collaborate 

learning, student-faculty interaction and technology use than their U.S. counterparts in this aspect of 

engagement. The study suggests the possibility that international students are more comfortable and confident 

using computer technology as this is one area where the international student has some control and can 

immediately experience success. The study (Zhao, Kuh, and Carini, 2005) identifies this form of engagement to 

decrease over time. However, both first-year and senior international students were less satisfied with their 

overall experience than the U.S. students. While this study encourages faculty members to promote the mixing of 

international students with those of different cultures on collaborative projects, it does not give specific 

recommendations or advice on how to do so. 

Wang and BrckaLorenz (2018) explored international student engagement in effective learning strategies, 

collaborative learning, and student-faculty interaction as well as international student engagement from the 

perspectives of faculty and students. Effective learning strategies, when employed properly, can foster a 

conducive learning environment.  These authors state the following:  

Faculty approaches and behaviors in connecting with international students will 

be beneficial to the engagement of international students and students overall, 

especially in the student-faculty interaction. At the same time, faculty may also 

benefit from the engagement of international students, such as enhancing 

intercultural communication skills and promoting cultural awareness. (p. 1028) 

 

Similar to the previously mentioned study from Zhao, Kuh and Carini (2005), specific recommendations for 

these interactions have been outlined throughout this article. 

 

Student Study Abroad Experiences 

 

From a global perspective, the notion that international students experiencing isolation and low participation in 

the classroom is only unique in the U.S. is not the case. Students from the U.S. also have had similar experiences 

as listed in the previous studies when they are studying abroad, away from their home countries. According to 

Tarrant, Rubin, & Stoner (2014), “the past 25 years have witnessed growing numbers of students participating in 

study abroad programs of varying durations, locations, and academic foci. Most recent estimates indicate that of 

the approximately 270,000 U.S. students who studied abroad for academic credit in 2009-2010” (p. 141).  These 

students too tend to become less engaged in the classroom.  

Two of the authors of this paper have studied abroad as undergraduate students. Both were attending college in 

the U.S. and wanted to enhance their education with international experience. Each author studied in two 

completely different countries; however, their experiences in the classroom were surprisingly similar to each 

other. Even more surprisingly, their experiences were also similar to the experiences of the students in the 

research articles used to write this paper. 

 

Natalie’s Experience 

 

Natalie has a great deal of international travel experience. She was nineteen years old when she applied to study 

abroad at University College Cork (UCC), in Ireland. As a U.S. student enrolled at the University of South 

Dakota (USD), she has had plenty of opportunity to travel on short faculty led programs and family trips abroad. 

However, the UCC study abroad program was for a full academic year without a support network of other USD 

students or her family. Nonetheless, as a History major and Art History minor, she was excited and anxious to 

study in Europe. Her program started in the fall of 2018 and at that time she hoped to learn more about her topics 

of study and experience the culture of Ireland. 
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The Good 

 

To Natalie, Ireland is amazing. The country, the people, the experience has all been incredibly rich.  It has been 

very helpful that the majority of the people speak the same language as Natalie. UCC is quite a bit larger than 

USD with almost 5,000 international students. Because of this large number of international students, the 

university does an astounding job providing housing, courses, and tourist programs. Natalie has traveled all over 

Ireland, and some of Europe while attending UCC. These trips included organized tours of many historic and 

cultural locations throughout Ireland. This has allowed her to immerse herself into the Irish culture. 

 

In addition, the housing used for international students is set up only for visiting students, so Natalie has been 

around other students facing similar issues as her. This is great for when she wants to be around comfortable 

situations and people. However, the downside is that she does not get to interact with other nationalities or the 

domestic Irish students. 

 

Not so Good 

 

In the classroom, Natalie is just another student. She goes to class, sits, and learns. There is no real connection 

between her and her domestic classmates from Ireland. The opportunity to share her own U.S. experiences or 

hear about Irish experiences just never happened. After a full academic year in Ireland, there has been absolutely 

no in-class interaction between her and the domestic Irish students. The tendency to teach from a lecture podium 

is far too often used by faculty. Although, we believe lecture is a valuable tool in the classroom, there tends to be 

too many missed opportunities for global conversation and international student engagement. In one course, 

about the Vietnam War, just the presence of U.S. American students in the classroom should have fostered some 

kind of discussion. As the daughter of a U.S. veteran, and granddaughter of a Vietnam War era veteran, her 

perspective could have proven invaluable to the conversation and course discussion.   

 

The authors agree that there is a burden of responsibility on the student to interact and engage in the discussion, 

however based on many of the studies conducted, international students tend to be less engaged in the discussion 

and end up preferring to collaborate with peers from their same culture as themselves (Sarkodie-Mensah, 1998). 

There tends to be less likeliness of international students to speak up in front of a classroom full of domestic 

students, especially when the topic is heated or controversial, as was the Vietnam War. This also does not take 

into consideration the difficulties incurred by students who are taking courses in languages not native to 

themselves.  Natalie has been lucky to take courses in English, in a nation where English is both the native 

language and her first language. Students who are taking courses in a non-native language tend to speak up even 

less (Duff, 2001).    

 

Amber’s Experience 

 

Excited and somewhat anxious, Amber, at the time was a twenty-one-year-old U.S. college student when she 

arrived in Beijing, China. It was May 14, 2005, and she had enrolled in a summer study abroad experience at the 

China Agriculture University. As one of 6,389 U.S. students who studied in China during the 2004-2005 

academic year (Institute of International Education, 2006), she yearned to grow her cultural intelligence through 

both academic and social interactions. 

 

While attending college in Jamestown, ND, the University of Colorado Denver offered the opportunity for 

economic majors at the University of Jamestown to take classes in China through their International College 

Beijing (ICB) program. The ICB is a joint education program between the University of Colorado Denver 

(CU Denver) in Denver, CO and China Agricultural University (CAU) in Beijing, People’s Republic of China. 

This partnership, formed in 1994, was one of the first of its kind approved by the Chinese Ministry of Education 

(The Regents of the University of Colorado, 2019). 
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The Good 

 

In almost every way, the experience offered everything it had promised. Studying in Beijing with the opportunity 

to travel to Shanghai and Nanjing brought the chance to visit a few major cities, and Chinese industry leaders in 

each city. These leaders illustrated how their companies were structured and operated within the global context. 

Each of the cities are also cultural and financial epicenters within China and offered valuable academic growth 

as a study abroad student.   

 

Her study abroad experience offered cultural and touristy experiences. These included cultural and tourist trips to 

the Yonghe (Lama) Temple, Summer Palace, Forbidden City, Tiananmen Square, The Great Wall, Dr. Sun Yat-

Sen's Mausoleum, and Presidential Palace (Nanjing) to name a few. One evening the class also had a visit to the 

countryside where a local farmer and his family prepared the class an evening meal. With the family sharing 

their traditions and cultures, Amber highlights the meal as one of her favorite parts of her experience.  

In addition, the class acquired valuable knowledge through their visits to places such as the U.S. Embassy, JP 

Morgan, GE Healthcare Systems, U.S.-China Business Council, U.S. Foreign Commercial Center, GM Shanghai 

Plant, and the Shanghai Stock Exchange. In short, both the cultural and business encounters were valuable 

learning tools for an undergraduate student coming from the rural Midwest of the U.S.  

 

The Regretful (Blanketed as Good)  

 

In this particular study abroad experience, students from the CAU did not attend her classes. The only students in 

her classes were the students from her home university in the U.S. In addition, her roommates were also from her 

home university. While this was one of those things “blanketed as good”, it was actually negative in retrospect. 

The intent was, as an international student, it would be more comfort to have roommates and classmates known 

to the student. While this was true in the moment, it was unfortunate in hindsight. This did not give Amber the 

best chance at making friends with the Chinese students at CAU. Instead, she continued to interact with her 

original classmates and those from CU Denver. Interaction with Chinese students typically only occurred in 

large groups, leaving little one-on-one interactions.  

 

While these interactions were rarely taking place outside of the classroom, they were never taking place inside 

the classroom. The lack of Chinese student representation in the classroom was detrimental to the ability to build 

a network of friends from around the world. In addition, it did not allow for the opportunity to experience a 

different education style. In almost every case, the connections made in virtually every organization was an ex-

pat living and working in China. It was valuable to hear experience from non-Chinese individuals making their 

living in a foreign country. However, it would have been a superior experience and networking chance to build 

connections of Chinese business executives. Lastly, the many cultural and touristy events, did not foster 

independence on the part of each student. Students traveled on a pre-planned excursions with little responsibility 

for how to make the experience happen.  This was, again, promoted as a ‘value’. However, it was detrimental to 

fostering independence in each student.  

 

Teaching International Students 

 

There is at least 25 years of teaching experience between two of the authors. In addition, they have international 

teaching experience on three different continents. All of this experience has provided valuable insight related to 

working with both domestic and international students within the university classroom setting.  

 

Pascarella & Terenzini (2005) stated “the impact of college is largely determined by individual effort and 

involvement in the academic, interpersonal, and extracurricular offerings on a campus” (p. 602). However, this 

individual effort may be enhanced by faculty who engage students within the classroom. Our thoughts are only 

focused on the time international students spend in the classroom. The following best practices are intended to 

help guide instructors to foster global learning and student engagement between domestic and international 

students in the arena of the classroom, where faculty have the most influence and control. According to Quaye & 
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Harper (2014), “those who are actively engaged in educationally purposeful activities, both inside and outside 

the classroom, are more likely to persist through graduation” (p. 3).  

 

Fostering Global Learning Though Best Practices 

 

This focus of this paper is to create a beneficial learning environment for both domestic and international 

students in the classroom. As the authors have highlighted throughout this paper, for effective global learning to 

take place, there is a strong need for international students to become more engaged in the classroom. Based on 

Sarkodie-Mensah’s (1998) findings, international students often feel uncomfortable participating in group-work 

or interacting with other students. The idea of supporting international student engagement can be found in 

several studies that examined the impact of student-faculty interaction on student development (Kuh & Hu, 

2001; Umbach & Wawrzynski, 2005).   

 

Based on the literature related to the value of engaging international students, the authors suggest increased 

activities of face-to-face communication with students and/or faculty specifically designed into the syllabus. 

They also suggest the use of polling software for immediate response in class and then expanding on each of the 

topics verbally, allowing the international students to ease into the face-to-face collaboration. The students can 

then demonstrate their overt knowledge on the topic in order to build their confidence. 

 

Best Practices 

 

Create an active learning environment 

 

Create an active learning environment through discussion and storytelling. This allows open dialog in the 

classroom. By creating a safe place for discussion, open dialog becomes an opportunity for domestic students 

from the host country to interact with the international students. One way to really engage with students is to 

teach through storytelling. According Bishop and Kimball (2006): 

 

Storytelling is an ancient art, as old as oral communication itself. To be human is to be a 

storyteller; we use stories to define ourselves, to make sense of our world, and to create 

community. Unfortunately, educators-including teacher-librarians-have often neglected 

storytelling as a teaching tool and as a useful skill for students. A renewed interest in 

storytelling, not only by youth but also adults has resulted in storytelling associations, 

festivals, and clubs. As teacher-librarians, we can help keep storytelling alive in our 

classrooms and libraries by engaging students in storytelling activities. (p. 28) 

 

By using storytelling, an instructor creates an atmosphere where students feel safe to engage and tell their own 

stories. This technique is best used by asking the students to describe a story from their own experiences that 

directly ties to the content being discussed. For example, discuss a concept through a story, and then ask the 

students to describe a time when that concept affected parts of their lives. Then ask the students to tell a story 

back about the same concept in their own words, related to their own experiences. Usually when it comes time 

for an international student to speak, they relate the story to a time back in their own country or culture. This 

both reinforces the concept, but also shares an international culture with the domestic students. 

 

Student groups 

 

Another idea is to divide the class into groups that have both domestic students and international students.  It is 

quite interesting to separate the international students from each other and force them to work with domestic 

students. Over the years, we have found that at first, the international students are appalled by the attention, 

however over time it really makes a difference with the engagement and interaction between all students in the 

classroom. According to Longmore, Dunn, and Jarboe (1996) “students derive several benefits from the group 

project approach. The most obvious benefit is practical, hands-on experience. Many students find that they do 

not thoroughly understand the concepts and ideas addressed in readings and classroom lectures until they apply 
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them” (p. 89). This hands on experience, coupled with students feeling more comfortable communicating with 

each other in small groups creates a great environment for collaboration and engagement.   

 

Globally inclusive assignments 

 

According to Lovvorn and Chen (2011), “understanding the concept of global mindset allows for an examination 

of the subtle differences between the multiple viewpoints of what constitutes a global mindset” (p. 276). As 

instructors, we can create an atmosphere where students are comfortable sharing in the discussion if they can talk 

about what they already know, which most often is about themselves. We can create assignments that allow 

students to share their own personal experiences. Students should work on small projects together, related to the 

chapter or content in the course. Have students relate the content to something they have experienced. This 

allows international students to share their culture with the rest of the class, and also provides an opportunity for 

international students to learn about the culture of the students from the host country. This concept of shared 

learning helps support further understanding of the global mindset.   

 

Flip the classroom   

 

This has become a pretty common term in higher education; however, it is beneficial for students to take 

ownership in their own learning. The flipped classroom “is student-centered [where] each student is responsible 

for coming to class with a basic understanding of the material, so that she or he can fully participate and engage 

in class discussion” (McLaughlin, Roth, Glatt, Gharkholonarehe, Griffin, Esserman, & Mumper, 2014, p. 236). 

The onus is on the student to be in control of his or her own learning. This can be done by creating assignments 

that have the students do work outside the classroom before the session and bring the completed work to class. 

From there, the instructor can facilitate discussion around what the students have already completed. Confident 

in what they have completed, students are more likely to participate.  Once the students are in the classroom, “to 

facilitate learning, instructors guide students to the content, organize interactive experiences, challenge students 

to think creatively, and provide expert insight and feedback” (McLaughlin, et al., 2014, p. 236). The more 

students know about the content, the more willing they are to share in the discussion.   

 

Use of social media to enhance learning 

 

According to Griesemer, (2012), “the influence of social media on learning and teaching environments is 

growing more each year. Social media applications can reinforce class material and positively influence 

discussions” (p. 8-9). Students today are becoming experts at the use of social media. Instructors are finding it 

more difficult to remove the technology from their hands and regain student attention away from social media. 

However, there is a way to promote learning via these social and technological advances. Zhao, Kuh, and Carini 

(2005) stated “international students used computer technology more frequently in course learning activities” (p. 

223).  The fact that all students, regardless of where they come from tend to be on the same page as each other 

when dealing with social media and technology. The use of in-class polls, technology-based games like Kahoot, 

Poll-Everywhere, and/or other app-based programs tend to get all the student involved in the discussion. 

According to a study done by Wong (2017): 

 

Both international and Chinese students love using clickers in their learning. Traditionally, 

it is believed that Chinese students are passive learners and seldom answer questions in 

class. Findings from the study pointed out that clickers help students remove language and 

communication barriers in class and raise their involvement in class participation. (p. 207)  

 

Language barriers tend to fall, and students relax when they start competing with each other anonymously via 

technology.   
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Problem-based learning   

 

Another technique available to instructors is the concept of problem-based learning (PBL). PBL is an 

instructional approach that has been used successfully for over 40 years and continues to gain acceptance in 

higher education (Savory, 2006). PBL is a technique developed from constructivism, or a philosophical view of 

how we come to understand or know (Savery, & Duffy, 1995) where students are in total control of their own 

learning. According to Savery, et al. (1995), the “knowledge evolves through social negotiation and through the 

evaluation of the viability of individual understandings” (p. 136). The instructor serves as a facilitator instead of 

a lecturer. PBL allows students to work together in groups to solve a problem or an issue assigned by the 

instructor based on the content of the course. As with student groups, this removes the stigma of students having 

to communicate their thoughts and ideas to the whole class, or to the instructor. 

 

Classroom engagement 

 

Every best practice covered in this paper comes down to one basic principle, which is to continuously engage all 

students to share something that enlightens everyone about where they are from, both host and international 

students. In the book International Student Engagement: strategies for creating inclusive, connected, and 

purposeful campus environments, Glass, Wongtrirat, and Buus (2015) comprehensively cover how to engage 

students in the classroom, however they state that it is important to understand how integral international 

students are to the campus, the budget, and enrollment at many U.S. universities. Because of this, it is important 

for instructors to understand the value sitting in their own classrooms.   

 

Conclusion 

 

Natalie and Amber spent time studying abroad away from their home U.S. institutions and have each expressed 

their own feelings of low engagement and participation in the classroom. Their experiences were supported by 

the literature and findings from other researchers related to international student engagement and learning in the 

classroom in the U.S. and around the world. This paper intended to describe some brief examples of best 

practices to foster a global mindset and raise international student engagement.  The purpose of this paper is to 

add to the literature in existence by providing some examples that may or may not work for other instructors. 

 

As with all research, there are limits to what can be done. The authors of this paper are limited to our own 

personal experiences, and our courses at a U.S. university locked in the middle of country. There are no 

international borders near this university, so many of our host students have not traveled out of the U.S., nor do 

they have much interaction with populations outside of where we are located. Another limitation is the lack of an 

empirical study. It would be beneficial to take these ideas and test them for generalizability within the world of 

higher education. There is plenty of research in the past to support and provide validity to the ideas within this 

paper, however it would be valuable to create a research study to verify the benefits of integrating international 

students with host students for a well-rounded global education and in-depth cultural experience. 

 

In line with previous research, the suggestions presented in this paper describe techniques to engage both 

international and domestic students for the sake of global learning and student engagement. These practices and 

techniques come from empirical research, years of experience in the classroom, and many trips abroad for all the 

authors. The authors have found that there tends to be a great benefit to all students by creating assignments and 

lessons that include increased use of storytelling, small group projects, culturally integrated assignments, the use 

of social media and technology, flipping the classroom, trying to engage the whole class, and the use of problem 

based learning. By focusing on the benchmarks set from past research and best practices of the authors, our 

purpose is to help foster an engaging learning environment for both domestic and international students in the 

classroom. 
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Abstract 

 

The global rise of the right wing is apparent in terms of not only its wide presence but also in its significant role 

as determinant of global politics. A very important characteristic of this contemporary trend is its populist, 

bottom – up nature. Thus, it becomes important to understand the civilian forces that guide this upsurge. After 

introducing the global trend and highlighting certain key features of the same, the research primarily analyses the 

fundamental drivers or the basic reasons that make particular sections of the demography sympathetic to the 

Right with reference to events that are mentioned further. These different undercurrents have been captured by 

formal democratic processes, the results of which have shaken the world. As representatives of the trend, I have 

taken the following examples from different parts of the globe for a demographic analysis: 1. Brexit in United 

Kingdom 2. Election of Donald Trump in United States of America 3. Election of Narendra Modi in India 4. 

Election of Rodrigo Duterte in Philippines Through determinants like age, economic status, race and educational 

qualification among others, the paper will elaborate upon parts of the population that voted in favour of the Right 

in the aforementioned events and why. Any trend as a phenomenon can only sustain itself when backed by 

common fortunes, miseries and solutions; the upsurge of the Right being no exception. So, after treating the 

examples as independent occurrences, focusing on the polity, the Rightist nature of the event and the 

demographic analysis; a comparative study will follow that would not only identify the commonalities of all the 

four incidents but also try to compare and contrast between the eastern and western manifestation of this global 

trend.  

 

Keywords: Demographic Analysis, Right wing, comparitive study 

 

Introduction  

 

The global rise of the right wing is apparent in terms of not only its wide spread presence but also its significant 

role as determinant of global politics. Falsifying Francis Fukuyama’s optimistic ‘End of History’ is the wide 

spread rise of the right wing from Rodrigo Duterte in Philipines, Narenrda Modi in India, Victor Orban in 

Hungary, Donald Trump in USA and other right wing parties like National Rally in France, Alliance of Patriots 

in Georgia, Liberal Democratic Party of Russia, etc.  

 

Despite having a huge opposition to this trend by a large pool of liberals, the very countries once pioneering 

global integration are now being torch bearers of global scepticism. From the populist right wing governments 

coming to power to the unexpected events of Brexit and election of Trump, it is difficult not to acknowledge the 

rise of right wing nationalism in the twenty first century. The young Eastern countries, which have offered 

innumerous sacrifices to form a liberal, stable State have also been thrown back to conservative extremism.  

Emanating from the times of French revolution, the terms Left and Right in political connotation have 

manifested in different ways in the past eras. Typically, Right mean the conservative and realist and the Left 

means the liberal and optimist. The right is associated with capitalism and acceptance of inequalities as 

inevitable while the left is associated with socialism and the relentless striving towards classless equality. 

History has seen cycles of political upheavals that swing back and forth like a pendulum experiencing extreme 

and moderate levels of each phase. From feudal systems, crusade wars to renaissance to colonialism and world 

wars to United Nations and WTO to today. The right extreme as we know today from modern history, is fascism 

and the left extreme is communism.  
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As mentioned above, this is not the first time that the world is witnessing a right wing upsurge. But like each 

other period, the nature of 21
st
 century upsurge has a unique character. Following are a few terms that 

characterize this global trend. 

 

Nativist 

Nativism is the tendency of a society to be biased for the original inhabitants or the natives of a particular State. 

This largely stems from the inherent need of any group to preserve its culture, pride and dominance. Nativism 

can be seen in UK’s need to maintain British culture and India’s Hindu appeasement schemes. It can be 

manifested as anti – immigration cries, burkha bans and even building physical walls. Psychologically speaking, 

in the ‘us Vs them’ phenomenon, the conflict intensifies when a group identity gets diffused. People feel 

insecure when cultures mix and the lines between us and them blurs as they face a loss of identity or loss of an 

anchor to observe self concept. Nativism can be a direct impact of that. 

 

Populist 

The previous periods of right wing upsurge were thrusted upon people by a few in power. The churches, the 

feudal lords and monarchs were supposed to be evil, selfish power mongers who enslaved the public. This time, 

the right wing leaders do stifle the media, they disrespect democratic institutions and may also promote extra 

judicial killings but they gain their legitimacy from their very ‘demos’. It was highly unpredictable that 

democracy, through its own systematic manner can bring about illiberal political structures and yet that same is 

happening. The right wing upsurge is chosen by the masses to fulfil different goals relevant to the country. We 

will look into various reasons that make citizens to choose the Right wing.  

A very important thing to note is that populist decisions are far from unanimous. The right wing trend is populist 

but it has a large group of people who are victims of this trend, who vehemently oppose it and who critically 

analyse and try to aware others of the possible mishaps of this uprising. 

 

Global scepticism 

Globalization is the child of the post world war liberal phase where attempts of making a harmonious 

international society were sincerely made. With technology and the noble intent, free flow of goods, information, 

culture, people, money, services became convenient and the world became more close –knit. Although the ideal 

consequences of globalization were supposed to be equal, fair treatment and economic prosperity, many 

countries from the west and east are unhappy with the fruits of globalization. The contemporary right wing 

promises to move away from globalisation and restore status quo. Refugee crisis, terrorism and economic 

hegemony are some of the negative consequences of globalization. 

 

Religious 

As culture and conservatism become important, religion is coming back to the forefront. In this feature, Islam 

has been worst affected. In many nations, Islam has the tarnished image as a religion that promulgates terrorism. 

Islamophobia is an overt or latent phenomenon in most western countries and some eastern countries too. 

Discrimination against and persecution of Rohingya Muslims and the subsequent refusal to accept refugees is a 

devastating demonstration of how state sponsored religious extremism can wreck and endanger so many 

innocent lives.  

 

Because of the populist character of this contemporary trend, it becomes important to understand the civilian 

forces that guide this upsurge. In a democratic set- up, what part of the population is supporting nationalistic 

decisions? Across continents, is there a common civilian character that chooses to colour the national theatre 

with nativism and global scepticism? These different undercurrents have been captured by formal democratic 

processes, the results of which have shaken the world. As representatives of the trend I have taken the following 

examples from different parts of the globe for a demographic analysis: 

1. Brexit in United Kingdom 

2. Election of Donald Trump in United States of America 

3. Election of Narendra Modi in India 

4. Election of Rodrigo Duterte in Philippines 
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Through determinants like age, economic status, race and educational qualification among others, the paper will 

elaborate upon what part of the population voted in favour of the Right in the aforementioned events and why.  

 

Brexit referendum (2016) 

 

The 23 June, 2016 referendum to determine the fate of the UK's membership of EU was won by 51.9 percent of 

leave vote, a mere marginal victory. In line with the overall rise of Euroscepticism over the recent past, the basic 

arguments for Brexit solicitors were found to be increased immigrants, Britain's reduced sovereignty, red tapism 

in political decisions and its economic slowdown, immigration being the most foremost incentive. All the 

arguments were neither unanimous in substance nor in the intensity of conviction across the demos.  

The result shook everyone up to the extent that some started to argue whether such a decision with massive 

social, political and economic outcomes can be trusted on popular vote. European Union was an exemplar to 

other regional organisations for its economic stability and collective market prominence. Currently UK’s annual 

growth is weakest since 2012 and the manufacturing has over the past 6 months. The continued slow rate of 

growth is projected by several economists even after Brexit.  UK’s decision to dismember from EU not only 

indicates a weak European solidarity, but is also indicative of decreasing faith in the Euro economics and 

administration.  

Following is the demographic break up of the Brexit vote: 

 

Age  

There was a sharp divide in voting pattern with different age groups. 75% of the citizens of age 24 years or 

below voted to remain in EU 
[1]

 while 57% of people aged 45 or above voted to leave
[2]

. The most plausible 

rationale behind this would be strong cultural sensitivity of English elders. Immigration had led UK to become 

more cosmopolitan or culturally contaminated according to conservative residents. Brexit could mean having 

reigns of English cultural preservation for nostalgic elders. 

 

Economic class 

Sixty eight percent of the bottom fifth economic class of UK voted to leave while 61% of quarter top earners 

voted to remain with EU 
[2]

. In Brexit on the other hand income group did play a role in the votes as it was 

perceived by many that the economic slowdown of UK was due to its EU membership and restrictions. However 

one cannot predict the economic health of UK were it not a part of EU.  

 

Race 

Fifty nine percent of the white Britishers voted to leave EU 
[2]

. Only 29 per cent of Britishers with African –

Caribbean origin and 32 percent Asians 
[3]

 voted to leave on the other hand. It is natural for minorities (here, non 

natives) to feel threatened by conservative decisions, restrictive borders and intensifying ‘British’ culture.  

 

Educational qualification 

Fifty nine percent of the graduates voted to stay in EU while 63 percent non graduates voted for Brexit 
[2]

. One of 

the direct reasons for the same can be the apparent lack of awareness about the consequences of Brexit amongst 

less educated citizens. According to data from Google trends “What is EU” and similar searches shot up after the 

polls.   

 

Gender 

Forty nine percent females voted to leave EU as compared to 54% males who took the same decision 
[3]

. EU has 

been a propagandist of gender equality. Brexit may affect labour markets in a manner so as to affect women 

more than more. Though, the actual gender voting pattern has negligible difference so as to support the relation 

between EU and gender sensitivity.   

 

Election of Donald Trump (2016) 

Donald Trump is the owner of The Trump Organisation since 1971. His ventures have been as diverse as reality 

show, casinos, golf courses, beauty pageants, etc. He has been politically affiliated to several parties as donor 

and member. He is settled and devoted to the Republican party since 2011. His ambitions to become the 
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president have since been serious. In the 2016 campaign he caught media attention for his frequent, brazen 

political incorrectness. That also worked well with his electorate. His idea of focusing on national interest and 

decreasing global responsibility through protectionism and nativism were central themes of his presidential 

campaign.  

 

US assumed a large shift in electing the face of their nation from President Obama for the last four terms to 

President Trump this term. With nobody even expecting Trump to be the Republican candidate to his election as 

the most powerful man on earth was nothing less than a shock.  Nothing, not his complete non – observance of 

political correctness, his promises to construct a wall against Mexico, his plan of seizing jobs from Indians, 

Chinese, his open propaganda against Muslims could dissuade a clear majority of the American population to 

vote for him as their representative.  

 

Age 

In the age group of 18- 29, 55% individuals voted for Clinton while among those aged between 45 to 65 years, 

52% voted for Trump 
[4]

. The elder population is more nostalgic and easily attracted to the pro –native, pro 

conservative and nostalgic speeches target the aged well.   

 

Economic class 

Fifty three percent of those who earned less than $50,000 per annum voted for Clinton and 47% of those who 

earned above $100,000 voted for her 
[4]

. It was ironic that that a billionaire living in mansion advocated for 

middle class workers. Trump vows to create 25 million jobs and tax cuts to appease the middle class. However 

the vote division on the basis was not as sharp as expected.  

 

Race 

Fifty seven percent Whites, 8% African – American, 27% Asians and 28% Hispanic people voted for Trump 
[4]

.  

Trump’s campaign promises were solely and clearly directed towards the white population. He manipulated and 

instilled fear about Muslims, Asians and other communities outnumbering whites and the urgent need to fight 

them. He also promised certain social security benefits only for middle class whites. The president has used 

words like dumb and dummy 236 times since 2011to target blacks.  

 

Educational qualification 

52% graduates voted for Clinton while 52% non graduates voted for Trump 
[2]

. The diploma divide is majorly 

seen only in white graduates. The graduates are more likely to be content with prevalent political system than 

non graduates. So when Trump says “Make America great again”, it is more likely to appeal to non graduates.  

 

Gender 

Only 41% females voted for Trump while 52% males voted for him 
[4]

. Females are more likely to identify with 

a female leader. Clinton also gave promises like 50% women in the cabinet among other promises to show her 

sincerity and dedication towards gender equality.  

 

Brexit referendum and election of Trump 

 

Both the instances survived on three basic prevalent sentiments, economic instability, gaining back reigns of 

sovereignty and a generalized fear and dislike for the non natives. In spite of being two stand alone events in 

different continents, both of them have striking similarities in the precipitation of national issues and the western 

manifestation of nationalism. In both the cases the elderly, not highly educated, whites (natives) and people on 

the lower end of economic strata have strongly supported nativist, right wing nationalist movements in their 

respective spheres of influence in both the referred examples. 

 

A study said that when an American white is told that in a few years the Asians, Muslims, Blacks and Chinese 

combined will outnumber the white population, the possibility of them voting for Trump increases manifold. 

This is a common western sentiment in the current scenario where the whites fear that 'others' will take away 

jobs, ruin their culture and in turn dominate the country to their disadvantage. When members of the majority 
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social group feel threatened, they instinctively or subconsciously start being more traditional and feel more 

negatively towards other groups. Evidence of racial progress and competition with the coloured lead the whites 

to experience lower self esteem because it collides with their schema of 'others' where other races did not deserve 

the jobs, the status and rights in the first place. To protect their existing beliefs and regain their status, natives 

support right wing movements.  

 

Difference in education has brought out the sharpest divide in the voters for both the instances. Researchers at 

the University of Leicester say that had just 3 percent more of the population gone to University, UK would 

probably still be with EU. Despite being caught in the wave of nationalism, most western universities have 

managed to stay liberal. Education teaches students the benefits of globalisation, free trade and borders open to 

immigration and global cooperation. The young also are less likely to be stigmatized by racial ideas because they 

have been acclimatized to live in a cosmopolitan society where the very essence of culture and lifestyle has 

intermingled and the ‘us versus them’ bias negligible. 

 

In the case of Trump’s election however there is a strong racial component attached to age and educational 

qualification. Deeper demographic assessment says that the percentage population of whites in the younger age 

group is less than the overall percentage of whites in US population. Forty nine percent of graduates in 2015 

were non – whites which could have impacted their voting behaviour irrespective of their educational 

qualification. 

 

Surprisingly the economic divide did not play a major role in deciding votes for Trump. The affluent were as 

likely to be threatened by the non natives as were the poor. In Brexit on the other hand income group did play a 

role in the votes as it was perceived by many that the economic slowdown of UK was due to its EU membership 

and restrictions. However one cannot predict the economic health of UK were it not a part of EU.  

 

Election of Rodrigo Duterte (2016) 

 

Rodrigo Roa Duterte was elected the president of Philippines on 30 June 2016. Former to his presidency, Duterte 

was one of the longest serving Mayor of Davao city and was known for his brutal crackdown approach on 

criminals in the city. He belonged to a political party called Partido Demokratiko Pilipino–Lakas ng Bayan (lit. 

Philippine Democratic Party–Power of the Nation), more commonly known as PDP–Laban. He is famed for 

promising a disciplined, administratively sound and corruption free federal government. Apart from his pledge to 

eradicate crime in Philippines, he also won on developmental campaign promises like free tertiary education and 

free Wifi.  

 

 In spite of his well known support for extrajudicial killings of criminals, his jokes about rape, politically 

blasphemous, abusive language towards his opponents, his outspoken conservative attitudes (he said animals and 

gay couples are the same)and his personal confession of a murder by him, the citizens of Philippines voted for 

Duterte as their representative leader. He once said on record that “Obama is son of a whore”. The infamous 

Davao Death Squad (DDS) is a non governmental group supposedly connected with the former Mayor of Davao 

which is responsible for execution of alleged petty criminals. Though, it is difficult to quote a number of illegal 

encounters, an opposition senator estimated that 20,000 people may already be killed in Duterte’s war against 

drugs. He is also responsible for lowering the minimum age for prosecution to nine years which allows him to 

punish and even pronounce death on young children indulging in crime or drug addiction.  

 

 Election of Duterte marked a shocking shift in the political history of Philippines wing owing to its preceding 

Left sympathetic leaders. There has been little evidence about the political and economic dissatisfaction with the 

Left ideology but Duterte’s magnetic personality and his triumph in diminishing crime rates with rise in 

economic activity in the particularly notorious region like that of Davao made him extremely popular.   

Following is the demographic breakup of Duterte’s 2016 election vote 
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Age 

Almost 40% of the voters were millennial. Duterte topped this section. His zero tolerance policy and strong and 

ambitious campaign that promised to bring an end to oligarchy and corruption became a face of hope and 

progress for the youth. The eldest president of Philippines had a 33 point lead from his closest rival among the 

age group of 18 to 24 and a 26 point lead in the age group of 25 to 34. Duterte had a lead of 14 points in ages 35 

to 44, 10 points in ages 45 to 54, and 4 points in ages 55 and up
 [5]

.  

 

Economic class 

Duterte did not fare well among in the lower economic strata. Duterte had a lead of 26 points over Roxas in class 

ABC. He only had a lead of 17 points in class D, and 7 points in class E 
[5]

. The emerging middle class especially 

bore great appeal for Duterte owing to the decreased crime rate, relaxed tax slabs and his presidential promise to 

repeal labour contractualization. 

 

Religion 

Duterte had a god lead of 53 points amongst Muslims 
[5]

 owing t the greater autonomy status granted to the 

Muslims as a measure to end separatist conflicts. Catholics on the other hand are not appeased by the current 

president. Duterte has cursed the pope on record. He even apologised for it later but apart from that, none of his 

image and intention of being a murderer to several criminals is not exactly Christian like.     

 

Educational qualification 

Duterte was proven to be more popular among college graduates than among high school students. He had a lead 

of 28 points among colleges graduates, a lead of 8 points among those with some high school, and 7 points 

among others 
[5]

. This can be a subset of the Duterte’s popularity among higher economic class.  

 

Gender 

Duerte’s joke on rape has not gone noticed by anyone. President is also a self proclaimed womanizer which 

obviously does not fare well with the female voters.   

 

Election of Narendra Modi (2014) 

 

Narendra Modi, the long serving chief minister of one the wealthiest states of India, became the Prime Minister 

of the country on 26 May, 2014 with a sweeping majority in the lower house of parliament. He is the leader of 

the Bhartiya Janata party which adheres to the political Right ideology emanating from the strong affiliation with 

Rashtriya Swayam Sevak Sangh (RSS) which is a Hindu Right wing organisation. His basic Prime ministerial 

promise was that to bring ‘vikaas’ (development) in terms of gross production and better standards of living in 

India. Unlike the other major opposition that campaigned for farmer welfare schemes and subsidies, Modi 

government promised capital investment in infrastructure and legislative changes for ease of doing business that 

leads to economic growth.  

 

80% Indians are Hindus and out of the other 20%, Muslims constitute the largest minority. It was clear from the 

beginning that Modi was far from secular during his campaigns. Apart from his membership and strong affinity 

for RSS, his saffron apparels with a king like headdress and his references to Indian gods in his speeches, Modi 

is also infamous for turning a blind eye towards murders of innocent Muslims in Gujarat riots, 2002 while he 

was the chief minister.  He was the only person declared ineligible for US Visa for "severe violations of religious 

freedom".  He also used statements like “The Muslim philosophy is: ‘hum paanch, hamare pachchees’ (We are 

five—allusion to Muslim polygamy—we will have twenty five children)” to rekindle the fears of Hindus. The 

tradition of iftar  party was discontinued in Gujarat legislative assembly. His innumerous Hindu religious 

engagements, public  appearances in religious ceremonies and friendships with Hindu saints were coupled with 

belittling the opposition for making efforts at appeasing the minorities. 

  

The weak opposition and lack of a strong prime ministerial candidate in the opposition helped Modi gain a 

secure and overwhelming majority in the parliament. The Hindu nationalist conservative attitude and the 
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extremist attitude didn’t stop him from being the prime minister of India. Following is a demographic break up 

of Modi’s votes: 

 

Age: 

68% of the voters in 2014 general election were between 18 – 25 years of age 
[6]

. Compared to previous 

elections, the young voters have, for the first time voted as a group. While 31% of the entire population voted for 

BJP, 34% of young voters voted for BJP 
[6]

.  Promises of creating 10 million jobs and citing examples of Gujarat 

Economic development model made the youth hopeful of BJP. 

 

Economic class: 

Only 24.3% of the poor population voted for Modi compared to the 38% of rich Indians 
[7]

.  This was expected 

due to the capitalistic business growth orientation of Modi. Bringing in Nano project by TATA to Gujarat, after 

being sent away from Bengal is a classic manifestation of the priority given to increased gross economic growth. 

With the exception of West Bengal, the ten big States with the highest proportion of young voters — the others 

being Chhattisgarh, Jharkhand, Madhya Pradesh, Delhi, Uttar Pradesh, Assam, Rajasthan, Andhra Pradesh and 

Bihar — all saw big swings toward the BJP, while aging Tamil Nadu and Kerala largely resisted the Modi 

wave, The Hindu found. 

 

Religion: 

This was the most divisive criteria where the largest polarization of votes has been observed. While 54% of 

upper class Hindus, 24% Dalits (lower caste Hindus) voted for BJP; only 8.5% Muslims voted for  BJP. 44% 

Muslims voted for Congress which was the biggest opposition against BJP 
[7]

.  

 

Gender: 

While 33% Indian males have voted for BJP, only 29% of Indian females did the same. BJP has always had a 2- 

4 % disadvantage in female votes as a consistent trend 
[8]

. Although men and women have similar sensitivization 

on political discourses and eventually want the same things, women were seen to give greater importance to 

religious tolerance in comparison to men.  

 

Election of Duterte and Modi 

 

Almost all eastern nations have been under the reigns of colonial rule. India and Philippines bear no exception to 

this rule. Fortunately or unfortunately, despite defeating colonial masters and striving to erase remnants of 

colonialism, there remain several unwanted souvenirs of that dark era. The winning right wing candidates in 

Philippines and India both ended a rule of nepotism in their respective States and brought in a zealous fervour of 

change and patriotism. There was no doubt about the leaders’ passionate intent to serve the country in both the 

cases. Narendra Modi is famed to be born as a tea seller who defeated a party ruled by hierarchial lineage. 

Rodrigo Duterte is also seen as a leader who identifies with masses, lives like a normal citizen in an average 

sized house unlike other boastful competitors accused of oligarchy. Modi’s competitor and Duterte’s predecessor 

and competitor were both 4
th

 generation chairmen of their respective political parties. Both Duterte and Modi 

were believed to be political trend seters who had some similar promises like ending corruption and bringing in 

economic growth. The right wing nationalism, the extremist attitude was seen to be required to move the 

seemingly stale political scenario by a frustrated civil society.   

  

Though, Duterte and Modi have won elections on very different grounds, the demographic dividend that they 

appealed to was quite similar.  There was a significant percentage of young voters in both the elections and they 

added to the rightist vote in both the situations. The youth are traditionally change seekers and attracted to 

‘doers’ or leaders who seem to have valid evidence and proof for the promises they make. Duterte and Modi had 

exemplary case studies of their political resume in Davao and Gujarat respectively.  The youth and elder 

population have very little difference in their demands as an electorate; the only major difference being their 

tolerance towards politically unapologetic code of conduct. 
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Most Globally Southern nations are still troubled with poverty, thus welfare schemes are a common appeasement 

mechanism for political parties. Capitalism trusts the free market and the trickledown effect for managing the 

inevitable flaws of inequality.  The right ideology supports productive expenditure of government budget that 

increases the flow of money rather than in leakages like loan waivers. The emerging middle class, the tax payers 

find it unfair when their hard earned money is spent over short sighted solution based necessity. The middle and 

upper classes of India and Philippine support the leaders who promise economic growth over euphemistic ideas 

of erasing poverty.  

Religion is very differently served by the political leaders in discussion. While one does not care about religion, 

other is accused of instigating Hindu fanatics. The votes have been quite explicitly reflecting similarly. Gender 

groups on the other hand have responded similarly in both the polities. Women have not voted for extremists. 

Though the reasons and the strength of the gender divide remain disparate, this is the only criteria that has the 

same outcome in both the eastern and western examples of rightist events cited in this paper.    

 

East and West 

 

The political traditions of right and left are not as explicitly present in the east as in the west. In both the western 

examples cited, citizens had to make decisions from only two clear choices while the eastern elections, owing to 

their multi party system have several choices, none of which can be sharply demarcated by any political 

ideology. Nonetheless, the decisions made by all the four polity are undoubtedly in favour of the right. 

 

The eastern rise of the right and western rise are backed by completely different electorates. This not only 

indicates distinct justifications for the rightist vote but is also a proof of divergent trajectories of a similar 

political ideology in different hemispheres. The idea of making one’s country glorious is an intrinsic right wing 

characteristic. The western civil society throws original burden of their distress on non- domestic actors like 

foreigners, Muslims, terrorists, globalized world order, etc. The east on the other hand primarily accuses its own 

political set up, leaders, administration for their miseries. Though both societies demand divisive and similar 

revision, their target centres are different. This may be due to the larger international influence of and thus 

impact on western countries. This may also arise from the fact that eastern countries still grapple with serious 

fundamental issues like crime, corruption, nepotism  where as the western countries have little mistrust over the 

basic political structure, functioning and law and order of the State. Global scepticism is not a commonly seen in 

eastern countries as is prevalent in the west but prejudice against Muslims and fear of terrorism is nonetheless 

widespread across the globe.    

 

Along with the distinct political issues in debate, the natural demographics of the regions in terms of income 

groups and age are very different. Eastern countries for example have more younger population which sways the 

vote. One thing common in all the above mentioned events is the gender vote: females do not vote for right 

wing. Duterte and Trump have been audaciously vocal about their chauvinistic attitude. Even in absence of 

obvious proves, the rightis associated with conservatism which is never a benefit for females. It is the liberal 

movement that has gifted them with equal rights.  

 

Conclusion 

 

Any trend as a phenomenon can only sustain itself when backed by common fortunes, miseries and solutions and 

this one’s no exception. Succumbing to the domino effect, nations in a globalized world are caught in a 

whirlpool of the movement.  As seen from both of the above examples, unexpected decisions were the choice of 

a meagre majority as of yet. No civil society would welcome a tyrannical rule where media is controlled, human 

rights are unapologetically violated and minority sections of the society are victimized. Yet, inspite of leaders 

projecting dangerous symptoms of a dictator, people voted for him. It was not because of dictatorial qualities that 

citizens got attracted to the right wing. In all the four decisions there were strong undercurrents of dissatisfaction 

which these leaders provided a medicine to. People who voted for rightists vote for an end while ready to 

compromise or sacrifice on the means by which it is achieved.   
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Abstract 

 

The issue of income distribution inequality has been one of the main investigations of macro economic 

problems, in last decades. The unrelieved increasing of inequality with socio-economic drawbacks within its 

factual structure, cannot be prevented in capitalist order. Inasmuch as, the problematic contains various and well 

rounded reasons. With the encouragement of the industrial revolution; capitalists, focused on economic growth, 

have not had the time to think about the problem of income distribution inequality. Although the government 

factor came into play to solve the problem, the dominance of capital debilitated the sovereign of governmental 

institution. The most obvious exemplifications of this issue are the US and PRC economies. Both of them are the 

largest two countries in the world. Yet, both of them have high Gini index levels in the last instance. 

 

Keywords: Rapid economic growth, income distribution inequality, OECD countries. 

 

 

Introduction 
 

Economic growth is a necessary process for societies to maintain welfare levels and minimum living standards. 

Technically, growth is an increase in production factors and, in particular, an increase in factor productivity. 

Although there are many internal and external factors affecting growth; the results of growth are more of an 

interest to economy administrators. The most striking of these results is the inequality in income distribution. It 

is possible to characterize the inequality of income distribution as the most severe inheritance of the macro 

economy on the people as they move from the 20th century capitalism to the 21st century capitalism. As a matter 

of fact, after the industrial revolution, it is observed that the total income in the world average is continuously 

shifting from the lower income group towards the upper income group. In the case of liberal economic systems; 

in other words, as the free market economies progress more slowly; it shows a rapid increase in closed or limited 

open economies. There are some elements that effect the income distribution inequality and cannot be 

underestimated but are not considered as a failure of the legal mechanism, the failure to develop democratic 

achievements, and the non-observance of human rights and freedoms. So, in fact, it is necessary to turn these 

reasons into a composition; rapid growth is one of the two main elements that trigger the inequality. 
 

In this study, the income distribution of the selected OECD countries are examined and the hypothesis created by 

drawing attention to the direction of rapid economic growth which increases inequality of income distribution; 

samples are verified. 
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Growth and the Comparison of Rapid Growth – Income Distribution Inequality 

 

After the industrial revolution, countries that had a voice in manufacturing and trade were the infrastructure of 

the capitalist growth of the 19th and 20th centuries. Famous philosophers lived in the same time period also 

began to recognize, criticize or support this emerging system. Karl Marx, a student of David Ricardo, expressed 

many philosophical doctrines about the system. But a philosopher who voiced so much criticism would also be 

the target of criticism. Schumpeter (2012, 39, 101), criticized his master Marx and emphasized that he had no 

benefit other than raising public awareness against capitalism. Kaldor (1957), who approached the issue more 

analytically, states that the income levels of the low income group and the upper income group in the capitalist 

system are constantly moving away from each other. 
 

Economic growth is, in its simplest definition, the rate of increase in total output in a given period (1 year) 

compared to the previous period (Kishtainy, 2014, 370). Yeldan (2018) states that growth rate of 2 % for a year 

in developed countries and 5 % for a year in developing countries can be accepted as a threshold value for rapid 

growth in the abstract sense without eliminating the effects of other variables. From time to time, developing 

countries have achieved an annual growth rate of 5% in order to reach world standards. The most obvious 

example of this situation is the Chinese economy. China, which has growed averagely at 10 % for a long time 

thanks to reforms since 1980s, introduced the concept of "Chinese miracle" to the literature. Similar examples 

can be seen in the countries of South and East Asia, called "Asian Dragons". These countries achieved averagely 

annual growth rate of 5% in the 1990s despite the Asian Crisis. Again, the Eastern European countries in the 

1990s entered a rapid growth trend for a certain period of time (see Table 1a). 
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Table 1a: Economic Growth Rates of OECD Countries between 1987-2002. 

 
Country 

Name 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 

Australia 2.51 5.68 3.87 3.56 -0.39 0.44 4.04 3.98 3.83 3.88 3.97 4.58 5.02 3.94 1.93 4.00 

Austria 1.36 3.30 3.89 4.35 3.44 2.09 0.53 2.40 2.67 2.35 2.09 3.58 3.56 3.38 1.27 1.65 

Belgium 2.31 4.72 3.47 3.14 1.83 1.53 -0.96 3.23 2.38 1.59 3.71 1.98 3.56 3.63 0.81 1.78 

Canada 4.10 4.43 2.32 0.15 -2.13 0.88 2.66 4.49 2.68 1.61 4.28 3.88 5.16 5.18 1.77 3.01 

Switzerland 1.59 3.28 4.33 3.67 -0.92 -0.04 -0.13 1.27 0.48 0.54 2.34 2.99 1.69 3.94 1.31 0.16 

Chile 6.46 7.35 9.92 3.33 7.80 11.17 6.59 5.03 8.93 6.80 7.43 4.32 -0.41 5.33 3.30 3.11 

Czechia 
    

-11.61 -0.51 0.06 2.91 6.22 4.22 -0.59 -0.33 1.43 4.27 2.91 1.65 

Germany 1.40 3.71 3.90 5.26 5.11 1.92 -0.96 2.46 1.74 0.82 1.85 1.98 1.99 2.96 1.70 0.00 

Denmark 0.25 -0.01 0.65 1.48 1.39 1.96 0.01 5.33 3.03 2.90 3.26 2.22 2.95 3.75 0.82 0.47 

Spain 5.55 5.09 4.83 3.78 2.55 0.93 -1.03 2.38 2.76 2.67 3.69 4.31 4.48 5.29 4.00 2.88 

Estonia 
         

5.32 11.80 4.12 -0.86 10.57 6.33 6.08 

Finland 3.56 5.21 5.09 0.68 -5.91 -3.32 -0.73 3.94 4.21 3.66 6.25 5.43 4.44 5.63 2.58 1.68 

France 2.58 4.73 4.35 2.91 1.04 1.60 -0.61 2.35 2.09 1.39 2.34 3.56 3.41 3.88 1.95 1.12 

United 
Kingdom 

5.31 5.75 2.57 0.73 -1.09 0.37 2.53 3.88 2.47 2.54 4.04 3.14 3.22 3.66 2.54 2.46 

Greece -2.26 4.29 3.80 0.00 3.10 0.70 -1.60 2.00 2.10 2.86 4.48 3.89 3.07 3.92 4.13 3.92 

Hungary 
     

-3.06 -0.58 2.95 1.49 0.01 3.34 4.24 3.19 4.21 3.84 4.53 

Ireland 4.66 5.22 5.81 8.47 1.93 3.34 2.69 5.76 9.63 7.81 10.29 8.50 10.62 9.56 5.80 6.31 

Iceland 
          

5.10 7.02 3.89 4.60 3.93 0.55 

Israel 7.14 2.91 0.57 7.32 7.73 7.76 4.12 7.43 6.60 5.31 3.66 4.17 3.62 8.17 0.03 0.16 

Italy 3.19 4.19 3.39 1.99 1.54 0.83 -0.85 2.15 2.89 1.29 1.84 1.62 1.56 3.71 1.77 0.25 

Japan 4.73 6.79 4.86 4.89 3.42 0.85 -0.52 0.99 2.74 3.10 1.08 -1.13 -0.25 2.78 0.41 0.12 

Korea, Rep. 12.47 11.90 7.03 9.81 10.35 6.18 6.85 9.21 9.57 7.59 5.92 -5.47 11.31 8.92 4.53 7.43 

Lithuania 
         

5.15 8.29 7.47 -1.13 3.83 6.52 6.76 

Luxembourg 3.95 8.46 9.80 5.32 8.64 1.82 4.20 3.82 1.43 1.39 5.71 6.04 8.48 8.24 2.53 3.82 

Latvia 
         

2.36 8.97 6.52 2.62 5.41 6.46 7.10 

Mexico 1.86 1.25 4.20 5.07 4.22 3.63 4.06 4.94 -6.29 6.77 6.85 5.16 2.75 4.94 -0.40 -0.04 

Netherlands 1.93 3.44 4.42 4.18 2.44 1.71 1.26 2.96 3.12 3.57 4.30 4.53 5.05 4.24 2.12 0.10 

Norway 1.75 -0.26 1.04 1.93 3.08 3.57 2.85 5.06 4.15 5.03 5.28 2.62 2.01 3.21 2.09 1.44 

New 

Zealand 
-4.31 2.00 0.53 0.65 -1.64 1.27 6.53 5.22 4.58 3.36 3.01 1.07 5.19 2.29 3.80 5.06 

Poland 
    

-7.02 2.51 3.74 5.29 6.95 6.06 6.46 4.61 4.64 4.56 1.25 2.04 

Portugal 6.38 7.49 6.44 3.95 4.37 1.09 -2.04 0.96 4.28 3.50 4.43 4.79 3.89 3.79 1.94 0.77 

Slovak 

Republic       
1.90 6.21 5.84 6.76 6.07 4.01 -0.21 1.21 3.32 4.52 

Slovenia 
         

3.52 5.11 3.29 5.27 4.16 2.95 3.84 

Sweden 3.35 2.56 2.65 0.75 -1.15 -1.16 -2.07 4.09 4.02 1.52 2.90 4.23 4.53 4.74 1.56 2.07 

Turkey 9.49 2.32 0.29 9.27 0.72 5.04 7.65 -4.67 7.88 7.38 7.58 2.31 -3.39 6.64 -5.96 6.43 

United 

Statesi 
3.46 4.20 3.68 1.92 -0.07 3.56 2.75 4.04 2.72 3.80 4.49 4.45 4.69 4.09 0.98 1.79 

Source: (Worldbank, 2018) 
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Table 1b: Economic Growth Rates of OECD Countries between 2003-2017. 

 
Country Name 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 

Australia 2.99 4.00 3.19 2.83 3.78 3.66 1.92 2.05 2.45 3.89 2.64 2.56 2.35 2.83 1.96 

Austria 0.94 2.74 2.24 3.45 3.73 1.46 -3.76 1.84 2.92 0.68 0.03 0.83 1.09 1.45 3.04 

Belgium 0.77 3.63 2.09 2.51 3.45 0.78 -2.25 2.74 1.80 0.23 0.20 1.29 1.43 1.41 1.73 

Canada 1.80 3.09 3.20 2.62 2.06 1.00 -2.95 3.08 3.14 1.75 2.48 2.86 1.00 1.41 3.05 

Switzerland 0.04 2.78 3.12 3.99 4.11 2.15 -2.22 3.00 1.69 1.01 1.85 2.45 1.23 1.38 1.09 

Chile 4.09 7.21 5.74 6.32 4.91 3.53 -1.56 5.84 6.11 5.32 4.05 1.77 2.31 1.27 1.49 

Czechia 3.60 4.91 6.53 6.85 5.60 2.68 -4.80 2.27 1.78 -0.80 -0.48 2.72 5.31 2.59 4.29 

Germany -0.71 1.17 0.71 3.70 3.26 1.08 -5.62 4.08 3.66 0.49 0.49 1.93 1.74 1.94 2.22 

Denmark 0.39 2.67 2.34 3.91 0.91 -0.51 -4.91 1.87 1.34 0.23 0.93 1.62 1.61 1.96 2.24 

Spain 3.19 3.17 3.72 4.17 3.77 1.12 -3.57 0.01 -1.00 -2.93 -1.71 1.38 3.43 3.27 3.05 

Estonia 7.42 6.29 9.37 10.27 7.75 -5.42 -14.72 2.26 7.60 4.31 1.94 2.89 1.67 2.06 4.85 

Finland 1.99 3.93 2.78 4.06 5.18 0.72 -8.27 2.99 2.57 -1.43 -0.76 -0.63 0.14 2.14 2.63 

France 0.82 2.79 1.61 2.37 2.36 0.20 -2.94 1.97 2.08 0.18 0.58 0.95 1.07 1.19 1.82 

United 

Kingdom 
3.33 2.36 3.10 2.46 2.36 -0.47 -4.19 1.69 1.45 1.48 2.05 3.05 2.35 1.94 1.79 

Greece 5.79 5.06 0.60 5.65 3.27 -0.34 -4.30 -5.48 -9.13 -7.30 -3.24 0.74 -0.29 -0.24 1.35 

Hungary 3.85 5.00 4.39 3.85 0.43 0.86 -6.60 0.68 1.66 -1.64 2.10 4.23 3.37 2.21 3.99 

Ireland 3.12 6.68 6.01 5.52 5.21 -3.94 -4.63 1.80 2.98 0.04 1.64 8.33 25.56 5.14 7.80 

Iceland 2.36 8.07 6.39 5.02 9.43 1.66 -6.51 -3.61 1.96 1.32 4.31 2.20 4.31 7.48 3.64 

Israel 0.77 4.57 4.13 5.21 5.77 2.99 1.38 5.22 4.66 1.94 4.11 3.41 3.04 4.09 3.33 

Italy 0.15 1.58 0.95 2.01 1.47 -1.05 -5.48 1.69 0.58 -2.82 -1.73 0.11 0.95 0.86 1.50 

Japan 1.53 2.20 1.66 1.42 1.65 -1.09 -5.42 4.19 -0.12 1.50 2.00 0.37 1.35 0.94 1.71 

Korea, Rep. 2.93 4.90 3.92 5.18 5.46 2.83 0.71 6.50 3.68 2.29 2.90 3.34 2.79 2.93 3.06 

Lithuania 10.54 6.55 7.73 7.41 11.09 2.63 -14.81 1.64 6.04 3.83 3.50 3.54 2.03 2.34 3.83 

Luxembourg 1.63 3.61 3.17 5.18 8.35 -1.28 -4.36 4.86 2.54 -0.35 3.65 5.77 2.86 3.08 2.30 

Latvia 8.43 8.34 10.70 11.89 9.98 -3.55 -14.40 -3.94 6.38 4.03 2.43 1.86 2.97 2.21 4.55 

Mexico 1.45 3.92 2.31 4.50 2.29 1.14 -5.29 5.12 3.66 3.64 1.35 2.85 3.27 2.91 2.04 

Netherlands 0.28 2.03 2.16 3.52 3.70 1.70 -3.77 1.40 1.66 -1.06 -0.19 1.42 2.26 2.21 3.16 

Norway 0.92 3.96 2.62 2.40 2.99 0.48 -1.69 0.69 0.97 2.72 1.04 1.98 1.97 1.09 1.92 

New Zealand 4.54 3.27 3.32 2.57 3.76 -1.55 1.92 0.96 2.70 2.50 2.02 3.54 4.43 3.47 3.03 

Poland 3.56 5.14 3.49 6.18 7.03 4.25 2.82 3.61 5.02 1.61 1.39 3.28 3.84 2.86 4.55 

Portugal -0.93 1.81 0.77 1.55 2.49 0.20 -2.98 1.90 -1.83 -4.03 -1.13 0.89 1.82 1.62 2.68 

Slovak 

Republic 
5.42 5.26 6.75 8.45 10.80 5.63 -5.42 5.04 2.82 1.66 1.49 2.75 3.85 3.32 3.40 

Slovenia 2.84 4.35 4.00 5.66 6.94 3.30 -7.80 1.24 0.65 -2.67 -1.13 2.98 2.26 3.15 5.00 

Sweden 2.39 4.32 2.82 4.69 3.40 -0.56 -5.18 5.99 2.66 -0.29 1.24 2.60 4.52 3.23 2.29 

Turkey 5.61 9.64 9.01 7.11 5.03 0.85 -4.70 8.49 11.11 4.79 8.49 5.17 6.09 3.18 7.42 

United Statesii 2.81 3.79 3.35 2.67 1.78 -0.29 -2.78 2.53 1.60 2.22 1.68 2.57 2.86 1.49 2.27 

Source: (Worldbank, 2018) 
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Table 2a: Gini Ceofficient Values of OECD Countries between 1987-2002. 

 
Country Name 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 

Australia 
  

33.2 
     

32.6 
     

33.5 
 

Austria 
                

Belgium 
                

Canada 31.5 
   

31 
  

31.3 
  

31.6 33.2 
 

33.3 
  

Switzerland 
                

Chile 56.2 
  

57.2 
 

54.8 
 

56.4 
 

54.9 
 

55.5 
 

52.8 
  

Czechia 
      

26.6 
  

25.8 
      

Germany 
    

29.2 
  

29.2 
     

28.8 30.3 
 

Denmark 
                

Spain 
                

Estonia 
      

39.5 
         

Finland 
                

France 
                

United 

Kingdom                 

Greece 
                

Hungary 21 
 

25 
   

27.9 
         

Ireland 
                

Iceland 
                

Israel 
     

35.5 
    

38.1 
   

38.9 
 

Italy 
                

Japan 
                

Korea, Rep. 
                

Lithuania 
      

33.6 
         

Luxembourg 
                

Latvia 
      

27 
 

31 31.6 
      

Mexico 
     

49.6 
 

50.3 
 

48.2 
 

48.7 
 

51.4 
 

49 

Netherlands 
                

Norway 
                

New Zealand 
                

Poland 
                

Portugal 
                

Slovak 

Republic          
25.8 

      

Slovenia 
      

29.2 
         

Sweden 
                

Turkey 43.5 
      

41.3 
       

41.4 

United States 
    

38.2 
  

40.2 
  

40.8 
  

40.4 
  

Source: (Worldbank, 2018) 
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Table 2b: Gini Ceofficient Values of OECD Countries between 2003-2017. 
Country Name 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 

Australia 33.5 
    

35.4 
 

34.7 
       

Austria 29.5 29.8 28.7 29.6 30.6 30.4 31.5 30.3 30.8 30.5 30.8 30.5 30.5 
  

Belgium 28.1 30.5 29.3 28.1 29.2 28.4 28.5 28.4 28.1 27.5 27.7 28.1 27.7 
  

Canada 
 

33.7 
  

33.8 
  

33.6 
  

34 
    

Switzerland 
   

33.9 34.3 33.8 32.9 32.6 31.7 31.6 32.5 32.5 32.3 
  

Chile 51.5 
  

48.2 
  

49 
 

47.6 
 

47.3 
 

47.7 
  

Czechia 
 

27.5 26.9 26.7 26 26.3 26.2 26.6 26.4 26.1 26.5 25.9 25.9 
  

Germany 
 

30.4 
 

31.3 31.3 
  

30.2 30.5 
 

31.1 
 

31.7 
  

Denmark 25.6 24.9 25.2 25.9 26.2 25.2 26.7 27.2 27.3 27.8 28.5 28.4 28.2 
  

Spain 31.8 33.3 32.4 33.5 34.1 34.2 34.9 35.2 35.7 35.4 36.2 36.1 36.2 
  

Estonia 37.2 33.6 33.4 33.7 31.2 31.9 31.4 32 32.5 32.9 35.1 34.6 32.7 
  

Finland 27.7 27.9 27.6 28 28.3 27.8 27.5 27.7 27.6 27.1 27.2 26.8 27.1 
  

France 31.4 30.6 29.8 29.7 32.4 33 32.7 33.7 33.3 33.1 32.5 32.3 32.7 
  

United 

Kingdom  
36 34.3 34.6 35.7 34.1 34.3 34.4 33.2 32.3 33.2 34 33.2 

  

Greece 32.8 33.6 34.6 35.1 34 33.6 33.6 34.1 34.8 36.2 36.1 35.8 36 
  

Hungary 
 

29.9 34.7 28.3 27.9 27.5 27 29.4 29.2 30.8 31.5 30.9 30.4 
  

Ireland 32.9 33.6 33.7 32.7 31.9 30.9 32.7 32.3 32.9 33.2 33.5 31.9 31.8 
  

Iceland 26.8 28 29 30.2 29.5 31.8 28.7 26.2 26.8 26.8 25.4 27.8 
   

Israel 
  

41.7 
 

41 
  

42.6 
 

41.4 
     

Italy 34.9 34.3 33.8 33.7 32.9 33.8 33.8 34.7 35.1 35.2 34.9 34.7 35.4 
  

Japan 
     

32.1 
         

Korea, Rep. 
   

31.7 
 

32.3 
 

32 
 

31.6 
     

Lithuania 
 

37 35.3 34.4 34.8 35.7 37.2 33.6 32.5 35.1 35.3 37.7 37.4 
  

Luxembourg 30.2 30.2 30.8 30.9 31.1 32.6 31.2 30.5 32.1 34.3 32 31.2 33.8 
  

Latvia 
 

36.4 39 35.6 37.5 37.2 35.9 35 35.8 35.2 35.5 35.1 34.2 
  

Mexico 
 

48.3 48.9 47.7 
 

44.6 
 

45.3 
 

45.4 
 

45.8 
 

43.4 
 

Netherlands 
 

29.8 29 30 29.6 29.3 27.9 27.8 27.7 27.6 28.1 28.6 28.2 
  

Norway 27.6 31.6 30.6 26.4 27.1 27 26.2 25.7 25.3 25.7 26.4 26.8 27.5 
  

New 

Zealand                

Poland 
               

Portugal 38.7 38.9 38.5 38.1 36.7 36.6 34.9 35.8 36.3 36 36.2 35.6 35.5 
  

Slovak 

Republic  
27.1 29.3 25.8 24.7 26 27.2 27.3 26.5 26.1 28.1 26.1 26.5 

  

Slovenia 
 

24.8 24.6 24.4 24.4 23.7 24.8 24.9 24.9 25.6 26.2 25.7 25.4 
  

Sweden 25.3 26.1 26.8 26.4 27.1 28.1 27.3 27.7 27.6 27.6 28.8 28.4 29.2 
  

Turkey 42.2 41.3 42.6 39.6 38.4 39 39 38.8 40 40.2 40.2 41.2 42.9 41.9 
 

United 

States  
40.5 

  
41.1 

  
40.4 

  
41 

  
41.5 

 

 

Source: (Worldbank, 2018) 

 

When table 1 and 2 are examined, it is observed that rapid growth rates increase the Gini Coefficient which 

expresses the income distribution inequality in general. It is understood that the index is 35 or more on average. 
 

Expansion of Income Distribution Inequality by Growth Rate 
 

As the world economy continues to grow, the growing index raises the question of how growth in international 

markets is taking place. Persson and Tabellini (1994) highlighted the tax injustice by drawing attention to the 

fiscal policy dimension of income distribution inequality. They also referred to the Malthusian approaches in the 

same study and found that population growth accelerated inequality. According to Kuznets (1955), in 
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industrialized societies, capital owners have increased their incomes and inequality in society for a certain period 

of time; but then, the hypothesis that labor owners reduce income distribution inequality because they educate 

themselves well is not valid today. 
 

Conclusion 
 

In the world wide, in the anti-democratic countries where the issue of power is highlighted, the income 

distribution inequality is quite high. Third-class countries focusing on the country's macroeconomic power rather 

than social prosperity, even if they record rapid growth rates, do not have the status of developed countries 

because they do not reflect this to society. 
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